the near future. Research findings and technological developments will show
a need for a change in our programs. For example, developments in textile
chemistry, in clothing manufacture and in the selling field may influence
more work in clothing selection and less on construction of garments in the
future. The nutritional needs of a people will be much the same in peace as
in war. However, nutrition education needs to be given new meaning since there
is no impetus of war to spur it on.

All programs in the future should have as their aim—contented, happy
and well adjusted families in Wood County.

HOMEMAKER'S PRAYER CREED

Dear God, give us the grace to see
The blessings which have come from Thee;
Give us the strength to do our duty,
To see in everything some beauty.
Teach us that love and cheerful giving,
Tolerance and decent living,
Make of our home a place sublime,
Where there's no room for hate or crime;
A place where good friends gather 'round,
Where laughter, mirth and cheer abound,
Not selfish thoughts nor worldly greed,
Let this, Dear Master, be our creed.